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SEEING THE UNSEEN 

By Zhang Linmiao 
Translator: Luan Zhichao  

In November 2022, Art+ Shanghai will present the second solo 
exhibition of  Tang Zhengwei: Seeing the Unseen. Four years ago, Tang 
Zhengwei’s first solo exhibition in Shanghai, “Cut it out”, featured his 
post-graduate work series “Carbon Folding” at the Central Academy of  
Fine Arts, which was impressive for its sophisticated technique and the 
underlying theme. With its two-dimensional or three-dimensional 
appearance, it is not comprehensive enough to only describe his work as 
“paper-cutting”. The artist continued to explore the possibilities of  
paper art in his creation, and through his in-depth research on the 
global issue of  “carbon emissions”, he discovered a hidden and 
complex structure involving ecology, society and economy, which is the 
artist’s unique insight into the contemporary world. Paper itself  is 
inextricably linked to environmental protection and carbon emissions, 
which is biodegradable and remains the most widely used 
environmental material in the world today. To associate the cultural 
attributes of  paper and paper-cutting with the above-mentioned 
contemporary issues would contribute to a multiple-interpretation of  
the artist’s works.  

The works in the exhibition were mostly created during the epidemic of  
COVID-19. The discussion on “carbon finance” and the implied power 
structure in the first solo exhibition, as well as further exploration of  
the art of  paper-cutting, which needs physical involvement, lead the 
artist to a more pure reflection on “force” itself: This force comes from 
the evolution of  forces (the four basic forces) in the physical world, and 
introduces the artist into the consideration whether there is a 
comparable system in human society as well.
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In the physical world, the physical world forces can only be perceived 
and measured, but not seen, and so are the various relationships in the 
social field, such as human relationships, social systems, and urban 
development. Thinking of  all the experiences of  force that he had come 
across in his life, the artist attempts to reveal a hidden visual pattern 
beneath the apparent interactions. Just as the line of  magnetic force is 
invisible, and only with some medium (such as iron powder) can we see 
its paths being displayed. For the artist, there is no better way than 
shaping it, if  to materialize and visualize such a force. The process of  
paper-cutting thus becomes a way to properly articulate his ideas in 
mediums. The artist considers paper-cutting as “painting-sculpture”, 
which, unlike painting, could liberate the flat properties from the plane 
and acquires some kind of  super flat and low sculptural properties. 
Paper-cutting is at the same time a work that requires force. Each time 
the knife and the paper confront each other via force, there is a subtle 
relationship between force and form represented, which also urges the 
artist to think of  force in another dimension.  

There are three series of  works in this exhibition: the Evolution Series, 
the City Series, and the Midnight Series, which will consider the 
“force” in the relationship between human beings and the universe, the 
“force” in urban development from a macro perspective, and the 
individual perception of  “force” on a more conscious level. Compared 
to the first solo exhibition, a major characteristic of  the works in this 
exhibition is the inclusion of  color. This is because each work has its 
unique context, taking place in a special field: for example, The History 
of  the Island is in the Whirlpool is about a purple and chaotic space; 
Deep Space is about a deep cosmic starry sky; The Same Rhythm as 
the Pulse is about a seductive financial world; Eyes is about a 
transcendental high sky, etc. The inclusion of  color becomes an attempt 
of  the artist to illustrate these spaces. 

In addition, the artist seems to intentionally break the symmetrical form 
characteristic of  traditional paper-cutting: taking The Body that 
Attracts and Tears and In A Curved Space as examples, their 
asymmetrical form breaks the balance in the sense of  visual and is full 
of  dynamics, inviting the audience to perceive the theme of  “force” in a 
more intuitive way, which is also the artist’s exploration of  his artistic 
language.
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In recent years, with the scientific fever resulting from counter-intuition 
introduced by physical concepts such as quantum mechanics and wave-
particle duality, more and more people have started to pay attention to 
and attempt to understand these complex physical concepts. Artists and 
scientists indeed take different roles, however, perhaps as 
Gustave Flaubert once said: “Science and art break up at the foot of  
the mountain and meet at the summit.” Among the outstanding 
scientists that we are familiar with, there is no lack of  some one of  high 
artistic culture, such as Einstein, Newton, Galileo and many others. Da 
Vinci, who was a painter, sculptor, architect, engineer, biologist and 
inventor, is exactly a prominent representative of  the “scientific” artist 
well-known. Maybe there is no insurmountable gap between science 
and art, as they are just different paths for human beings to perceive 
and represent the world. What’s more, they influence, penetrate and 
enhance each other. 

Tang Zhengwei, as well, read lots of  theories related to mechanics 
during his creation. Though for him, force is interesting because it is 
something so common and affects us almost all the time. Meanwhile, 
precisely because of  this, force becomes a key to explaining the world 
and even everything in the universe. In the scientific world, physical 
theories that set out to explain the universe are constantly evolving, 
describing basic principles for an invisible world, hence becoming a way 
to understand many complexities beyond the physical world. In his 
unique thoughts and experiences, as well as a special artistic language, 
the artist concerns with the human social field and invites the audiences 
to think together and more vivid ideas will probably come up.
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The Allure of Knowing without Seeing 
by Tang Zhengwei 

The works in the exhibition were created around the beginning of  
COVID-19 and continue to the present. Previously, the works were 
mainly reflections on power structures. Power builds its untold 
intentions on the basis of  perfect structures, which tend to involve all 
participants in an unseen and unaware vortex. In this process, each 
participant reacts to the force in the core, to the extent that itself  is 
pulled out of  shape. This seems to be a pattern. In such a pattern, I 
noticed that the notion of  “force” is independent in it, not being 
created but being guided. Perhaps this force comes from the evolution 
of  forces (the four basic forces) in the physical world, and then 
transforms from the physical entity of  force to the virtual entity 
(relationship) in human society. Or there is also the possibility of  the 
former being virtual and the latter being physical. In the physical 
world, the physical world forces can only be perceived and measured, 
but not seen, and so are the various relationships in the social field. 

Thinking of  all the experiences of  force that I have come across in my 
life, I always have a feeling that it is so mundane but contains invisible 
visual experiences, and looking through the apparent interactions, you 
will find a hidden visual pattern — just as the line of  magnetic force is 
invisible, and only with some medium (such as iron powder), we are 
able to see its paths being displayed. This led me to consider the 
connection and relation between institutions and people in the real 
world and discover a similar phenomenon.After the publication of  
General Theory of  Relativity, Einstein’s main research was to find a 
theory to unify all forces. 

18
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His greatness lies in the breakthrough of  Newton’s gravity, the 
introduction of  the field into gravitation, the unification of  time and 
space, and the concept of  space-time. However, he did not succeed in 
unifying gravity and electromagnetism, while Chen-Ning Franklin 
Yang’s Yang-Mills Theory made the unification of  the other three 
constant forces: electromagnetism, strong interaction, and weak 
interaction. 

Scientists have been constantly working to explain all the physical 
phenomena in the universe through a set of  theories, which is 
extremely difficult and may be achieved someday, but Hawking does 
not think so and has asserted that a unified theory of  forces will not be 
conceived. This is because the emergence of  quantum mechanics has 
brought science uncertainty. Even if  someone could make the 
unification happen, a fifth or sixth force would appear in the future. 

We also know Einstein’s energy equations, and his charisma lies in the 
simplicity and beauty with which he articulated the complex notion of  
space-time. This is what we call great precedent. The recent study of  
loop quantum gravity by the Italian physicist Carlo Rovelli is dedicated 
to the ambitious goal of  unifying the four forces, quantum mechanics 
and gravity, which perhaps would be amazingly validated. 

These physical theories that set out to explain the universe, the classical 
model theories being so productive and meaningful, describing the 
basic principles for an invisible world, might serve as a way to 
understand many complexities beyond the physical world. I am 
wondering if  the human social field could be considered a system 
corresponding to it. As a way to understand the similarities among 
human relationships, social systems, and urban development, perhaps 
some vivid and strange ideas could be raised. 

The exhibition features three series of  works, the Evolution Series, the City 
Series, and the Midnight Series. 

The Evolution series includes Connect the Forces of  
Nature and Human and Bestraddle Units, which consider the development 
and exploration of  human beings in the vast universe from a macro 
perspective. Through science and technology, human beings upgrade and 
transform their own environment, and then transform themselves to 
achieve evolution. In this process, there are many self-aware or unaware 
forces that plunge them into an invisible vortex, in which invisible forces
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 push human development in an unknown direction.  

The City Series includes Endless, The Body that Attracts and tears and In 
A Curved Space, Body Allured and Torn, Eyes, Deep Space, and The 
History of  the Island in Whirlpool. This series of  works is a reflection on 
the development of  the city in the notion of  force. It attempts to illustrate 
the forms of  reaction presented by the current city in the development 
under invisible forces. Such forms of  reaction couldn’t be seen but 
displayed in complex forces. 

The real appearance of  the city may not look like what you see, as 
underneath the shiny appearance, it has its own problems, which actually 
shaped the non-normal “appearance” of  the city. 

The development of  the city is often subject to the control and guidance of  
many original factors or internal mechanisms, just as the price of  goods is 
higher than the actual value, but will not come down; production has been 
obviously saturated, but still continues; sometimes it is high value with low 
price, which leads to the involution of  the whole system; sometimes it is the 
whole system not resistant to heavy load, but still in overload operation of  
high-intensity; employees are overwhelmed by too much work, their wages 
are far behind the inflation. There are always forces behind, which act as 
gravity to lead the direction of  things so that the whole situation turns out 
as distorted or alienated. 

The city is no longer in its normal appearance but deformed by forces, not 
by its own intention, but by being forced. Underneath the reality of  the 
city, there is a different version. 

Looking at the site from a distance, it is like gravitational fields are in every 
aspect of  the city. The gravitational fields make issues happen, oriented 
and eventive in forces that have multiple identities, powers, institutions, 
technologies, changes, interests, etc. 

In fact, the reality of  the city we live in has always coexisted in an 
interplaying state of  normality and distortion. 

The Midnight series includes Two Centers, Monad, Arrival, Fire, Rain, 
Shape of  Vibration, Cloud Light, and Landscape of  Amplitude, which 
attempt to capture impressions in the subconscious and convert them into 
visible images. These impressions have been subjected to the “force” of  
visualization, hence finally captured and formed images.
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All the works in the exhibition are in the form of  paper cuts. I have always 
been thinking about how to employ this medium in a better way and 
trying to properly articulate my idea in this medium. 

October 8, 2020 in Beijing
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Solo Exhibitions:  
2018 	 
Cut it Out: Paper World of  Tang Zhengwei, Art+ Shanghai Gallery, 		
Shanghai 

Group Exhibitions  
2022 
Intangible Cultural Heritage· Future Yanhuang Art Museum, Beijing  
2021  
Craftsmanship in China, China Science and Technology Museum, 
Beijing 
2020 
100 Days of  Solitude, Art+ Shanghai Gallery, Shanghai  
Tribute to Tradition- Contemporary Paper Art Traveling Exhibition, 
Today Art Museum, Shandong Art Museum, Jisangsu Modern Art 
Museum, Xi’an Academy of  Fine Art Museum, Lu Xun Academy of  
Fine Art Museum  
Heavy Paper Accumulation··Paper is the White Horse Lake 
International Convention and Exhibition Center, Hangzhou  
2019 	  
The 13th National Art Exhibition, Silk Road Cultural Center, 		 	
Langfang, China  
Paper is, Hangzhou International Exhibition Center, Art+ Shanghai 	
Gallery, Hangzhou, China 
The Splendid Language of  Paper, Zhejiang Art Museum, Hangzhou, 	
China
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2018	 
Traditional Forms, Central Academy of  Fine Art Emerging Artists 	 	
Space, Beijing  
2017	 
Academic, Original, Creative, Central Academy of  Fine Arts/ Qinghua 
Fine Art Academy, Beijing 
2016	 
Art Hacker, Audit Village, Taichung, Taiwan 
The Art in Life – The Future of  Chinese Folk Art, Paper Cutting  
Exhibition Ichihara Lakeside Museum, Ichihara, Japan 
Artistic Thought and Conceptual Practice, Central Academy of  Fine 	
Arts, Beijing 
Somewhere Only We Know, KWM Art Center, Beijing   
Somewhere Only We Know, Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, 	 	
Beijing 

Collections 
Central Academy of  Arts, Hangzhou 
KWM Art Center, Beijing 

BIO 

Born in 1987 in Chengzhou, China, Tang Zhengwei received his 
Bachelor in Mural Painting at the China Academy of  Art, Hangzhou, 
(2011) and his Master's degree in Experimental Art at the Central 
Academy of  Fine Arts, Beijing (2018). In a range of  experimental and 
conceptual work, he currently concentrates his artistic practice on 
paper cutting. Whether crafted from the label of  a water bottle or milk 
carton, a thin sheet of  rice paper or conceived as a large-scale paper-
cutting sculpture, his detailed works express the artist’s profound 
interest in the current social, economic and environmental state of  
affairs in China and the world. 

Thorough research, scrupulous data analysis,  sophisticated 
mathematical calculations are solidified in the intricacy of  his detailed 
work cut out of  paper. 

Tang Zhengwei’s works have been exhibited in China and Japan, some of  
the notable exhibitions include group shows such as “Somewhere Only We 
Know”
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in Ullens Center for Contemporary Art and KWM Art Center in Beijing 
in 2016, as well as the exhibition dedicated to the future of  Chinese Folk 
Art in Ichihara Lakeside Museum in Japan the same year. His first solo 
exhibition was held at Art+ Shanghai Gallery in 2018. 
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Connect the forces of nature and human 
!"#$%&'()66
Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut  
200 x 150 cm 
2020 - 2022
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Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut  
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Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut                           
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2020 - 2022
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+HIJ&KLM.*
In a curved space 

!"#$%&'()66
Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut  

118 x 98 cm 
2021 - 2022



+'(NOP&QR.*
The body that attracts and tears 

!"#$%&'()  
Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut                            

145 x 115 cm 
2020 - 2022
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+SK.*
Deep space 

!"#$%&'()66
Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut                            

120 x 110 cm 
2021 - 2022
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Eyes 

!"#$%&'()  
Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut                            

100 x 88 cm 
2021 - 2022
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Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut                            

100 x 88 cm 
2021 - 2022
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+vw&<xHyzM.*
The history of the island is in the whirlpool 
!"#$%&'()66
Acrylic on canvas & hand paper cut  
110 x 85 cm 
2021 - 2022
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The same rhythm as the pulse 

GKLôM%&'()6
24K Gold Foils & hand 

65 x 150 cm 
2021 - 2022
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+�.*
Fire 
N"NS%&'()  
Oil on plank & hand paper cut                           
65 x 60 cm 
2019 - 2022
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Rain 

N"#$%&'()  
Acrylic on plank & hand paper cut                              

65 x 60 cm 
2020 - 2022
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Shape of vibration 
N"#$%&'()  
Acrylic on plank & hand paper cut                            
65 x 60 cm 
2020 - 2022
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Two centers 
N"#$%&'()66
Acrylic on plank & hand paper cut                    
65 x 60 cm 
2022
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the physical world forces can 

only be perceived and 

measured, but not seen, and so 

are the various relationships in 

the social field.
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Cloud Light 
N"NS%&'()  
Oil on plank & hand paper cut                            
65 x 60 cm 
2019 - 2022
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+��.*
Monad 
N"#$%&'()66
Acrylic on plank & hand paper cut                             
50 x 50 cm 
2022
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+����.*
Landscape of Amplitude 

N"#$%&'()66
Acrylic on plank & hand paper cut                             

65 x 60 cm 
2020 - 2022
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Arrival 
N"#$%&'()66
Acrylic on plank & hand paper cut                             
65 x 60 cm 
2021 - 2022



2022

Art+ Shanghai Gallery )*+ +,-.  
!"#$%&'()

*+,-./0123994L207，25)
Huangpu District, Yifeng Shopping Mall 
99 East Beijing Road, Unit L207, 2nd Floor 
+86 21 6333 7223 
www.artplusshanghai.com
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Art+ Shanghai Gallery )*+ +,-.  
!"#$%&'()

*+,-./0123994L207，25)
Huangpu District, Yifeng Shopping Mall 
99 East Beijing Road, Unit L207, 2nd Floor 
+86 21 6333 7223 
www.artplusshanghai.com
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